COVID-19 has created unprecedented challenges for educators at every level. TeachersFirst has curated a host of resources to help support you and your students now and in the future, including virtual professional learning and access to resources that are real difference-makers in the classroom—whether that classroom is in a building or online.

Below you’ll find a selection of resources to help you make the transition to remote teaching, educate your students about public health and the current pandemic, and keep them connected to the curriculum and to each other during physical distancing. We hope these tools will help you and your students succeed together and maintain educational continuity during this uncertain time.

**TeachersFirst Special Topics: Public Health Crises Collection**

This collection, curated by our staff of education experts, contains reviewed and recommended resources about pandemics (including information about COVID-19), how they spread, and what you can do to stay healthy. It also includes distance learning lesson resources organized by subject and by grade level and resources about media literacy and evidence-based reporting.

**TeachersFirst Collection: Teaching Remotely**

TeachersFirst has curated several collections of resources to help empower teachers as they transition to teaching remotely. Organized by subject and grade level, each collection contains tips to help you get started, instructional tools for content delivery and assessments, and related blog posts and webinar archives from TeachersFirst to give you everything you need to provide educational continuity while maintaining a healthy work-life balance.

**MySciLife: Social Learning for Middle-Level Science**

The new version of our free, safe, and collaborative social media platform is easier to use than ever. Customize lesson modules to fit your curriculum, share material across classrooms and communities, and provide feedback as students personify and interact as key science concepts. Getting started is easy: just create an account, learn at your own pace with our self-directed user guides, and start exploring today.

**Looking for more resources, tips, and opportunities from TeachersFirst?**

- Subscribe to TeachersFirst Update, our weekly newsletter.
- Check out our OK2Ask® virtual workshop schedule for professional learning opportunities.